The paper describes aHUGIN, a tool for cre ating adaptive systems. aHUGIN is an exten sion of the HUG IN shell, and is based on the methods reported by Spiegelhalter and Lau ritzen {1990a). The adaptive systems result ing from aHUGIN are able to adj ust the con ditional probabilities in the modeL A short analysis of the adaptation task is given and the features of aHUGIN are described. Fi nally a session with experiments is reported and the results are discussed.
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Introduction
With the revival of Bayesian methods in decision sup port systems (Shachter 1986 ; Pearl 1 988; Shafer and Pearl 1990 ; Andreassen ei al. 1991b ) mainly due to the construction of efficient methods for belief revi sion in causal probabilistic networks (Pearl 1988; Lau ritzen and Spiegelhalter 1988; Andersen d a/. 1989; Jensen et al. 1990; Shenoy and Shafer 1990) , the process of knowledge acquisition under the Bayesian paradigm has become increasingly important. When constructing causal probabilistic network models, var ious sources may be used, ranging from ignorance over experts' subjective assessments to well established sci entific theories and statistical models based on large databases . Very often a model is a mixture of contri butions from sources of different epistemological char acter.
Sometimes these contributions do not coin cide , and the model is a mediation between them; sometimes the resu lting model is incomplete (ignorance has, for ex ample, forced crude 'guesses' on certain distributions); sometimes the model must vary with contexts which cannot be specified beforehand; sometimes the domain is drifting ov er time -requiring the model to drift along with it, and sometimes the model quite simply does not reflect the real world properly.
All the problems listed above call for procedures which enable the sy stem to modify the mod el t h rough ex perience. We call such an a ctiv ity adaptation, and sy stems performing automatic adaptation we call adaptwe sys tems.
Note that we have chosen t.o distinguish adaptation from training, which we usc to describe the activity or creatin g models by hatch-pmccssing of large data.
bases. In Spiegelhalter el rd ( 10D2) both activities are called leaming and they arc dist-inguished as sequent-ia l learning and batch learning. W hen using adaptat.ion we <He usi ng the analogy to tlw n ot i on of adaptive regu lato rs in control t h eo ry . llopefully, t h is abundance of termi nology will not. confuse the reader completely.
The present paper descri hes all UG IN, a tool for cre ating adaptive systems. Tlw system, which is an ex tension of IJUGIN ( Andersen ct a/. 198\J), is based on methods reported in Spiegellta.lt.er <Hid Lau ntzen (l!.l!.lOa), see also Spiegelhaltcr and Lamit.zcn (1090b), and the adaptive sys te ms resulting fr om aliUGIN arc able to adjust the condi t i on al probabilities in the model . In a l l UGIN the mo del is compactly repre sented by a contingency table of i m a gi nary counts, and the adaptation p roced ure is a proccs� of 111odifying the counts in this table.
In section 2 we give a short analysis of the adaptation task and discuss various simple adapt.ation methods leading up to a dcscri ption of the one used in all U GIN.
In section 3 we d cscri h e the f"caturcs ofalllJCJN, a11d in section '1 a session with t·xpcrillwnts i� r···portr·d and the results ar<' disciiSSt'd.
Spiegclhalt.cr and Cc)\\"cll ( 1 \JU2), r�nd Cowell ( I\J\J2) clt' scribe a similar systt'lll a.nd rt'sult.s of s l ightly difl'erent experiments. The ma.in difl'ercnre bctii'('CII t.his sys tem and t he ir system, is that. we allow an extra facilit.y, \ailed fadwy, that. makf's the systcrn forget. t.h<' past at. an ex p onentia l rate, t.herel>y 111aking them 11101-e prone to adapt in changing cnvir-onmcnt.s.
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Analysis of adaptation CPN models have both a quantit.at.ive and a. qualita tive aspect. Througl1 t.hc eli reeled aTcs, the network reflects the only ways in which variables mny have im-pact on each other. The st.rengt.h of the impact is mod elled through conditional probability tables. We shall here describe how the probability tables are modified in the adaptation process.
So, consider a causal probabilistic network into which information on the state of the variables can be en tered . If the state of only some of the variables is known, then the probability distributions for the re maining variables are calculated. Each time this is done, we have described a case. Now, a large number of cases is at hand, and we want to improve the model by adjusting the conditional probability tables to the set of cases.
Direct modelling of table uncertRinty
In Figure 1 ( l ogistic models.
The simplest probability n1odel which is convenient. f"or this situation assu rncs that each set of entries i 11 the conditional probability tahlcs for a part.icular parent configuration follows a so-called /Jmchlr!-rhslnh·ulnm
The simplicity is in the itt\.crprcl.a. tion� lf the (im proper) distribution with tri = 0 for all i is consid ered a noninformativc prior, the distribution specified may be interpreted a.� representing past experience as a coni.ingency iable (cl'J, .. . . nk) of counl.� of pas! casrs. The quantity s = L; rt; i:; thcr·eforc refet·red to as 1/ic equivalent sample size. The updating p rocedure con sists of modifying the cou nt.s as new cases arc bci 11g observed.
We shall not give details, hut. just state that the frac-tion a;/ s = m; is the mean for the ith outcome, and for each i the variance of the probability for the ith outcome is m; (l -m;) v;= --'---.:...
s+l (2)
Hence v; is a measure of the uncertainty of the prob ability m;.
Using this interpretation we also have a tool to model expert opinions of the type "the probability is some where between p and q, but I believe it is about 1·" . In the case of two states a and b, consider, for example, the statement that the probability of a is between 0.3 and 0.4 and that it is about .35. If we, as in Spiegel halter et al. ( 1990) A naive approach in the general case could be to add a count of P( a;, b, cl E) to the counts for a;. This scheme is known as fractional updating (Titterington 1976) .
However, the scheme has several drawbacks. For ex ample, if P(A I b, c) = P(A I E) then the scheme may
give unjustified counts yielding a false accuracy. If, for example, E = (b, c), then nothing can be learned on the distribution of A, but nevertheless the sample size will be increased by one. See further discussion of this issue in Spiegelhalter and Lauritzen (1990a) as well as in Spiegelhalter and Cowell (1992 
The last term may be undcrst.oocl so that it clistribut.cs the probability that. fJ and C arc not in st.ates (b, c) over the a; 's according to their present p robabili ties .
Next, the sam pie size is determined: ((i) where v; is the variance of l'i in t.he mixture (the for mulae may be found in Spiegelhalt.er and Lauritzen (19!)0a)). The new r.ounts iii'C s"mi. Alternatively the ttscr will he M>ked t.o specify an in terval for cac\1 of the prohahililics in t ���� conditional probability tables. These intervals will then be trans lated to sample sizes using the equivalent of (3). The ESS used for the given parent configuration will now be chosen as the minimum of the translated sample sizes for the individual entries .
3.1
Fading
Variables in adaptati on mode have an extra feature, fading, which makes them tend to ignore things they have learnt a long time ago, considering them as less relevant. Each time a new case is taken into account, the equivalent sample si ze is discounted by a fading factor q, which is a real number less than one but typ ically close to one. From the expression ( 1) for the Dirichlet density, it is seen that the fading scheme es sentially corresponds to flattening the density by rais ing it to the power q, known as power-steady dynamic modelling (Smith 1979; Smith 1981) .
If s is the initial ESS, then the maximal ESS after adaptation from a case is qs + 1. Running n cases will result in a maximal ESS of
This gives that 1/(1 -q) is the maximal sample size in the long run.
Therefore the user is given the choice between ACCU MULATING (fading factor 1) and FADING. If fa din g is selected, the user is prompted for MAXIMAL SAMPLE SIZE, MSS, and the fading factor is then computed as (MSS-1)/MSS. Default value is lOOm, where m is the number of entries in the table.
Note: The result of fadin g is not only that the sample size is reduced. Consider namely an entry with count a-and with sample size s, and suppose that retrieval of a case results in an increase of the sample size by 1 and of the count by x. Without fading the ratio between counts from present and past is x (a-, but with fading the ratio is xjqa-. This tells us that with fading the present counts are given more weight. This can also be seen by assuming that the entry wilt never receive more counts. Without fading the probability will vanish at the speed of a-f(s + n ) while with fading, the speed of vanishing is in the order of a-f(s + q-").
3.2
Runtime mode
The adaptation starts with the CPN in the initial con figuration. Findings are entered, and when all infor mation on the case has been entered , the adaptation takes place changing the tables for the variables of adaptation type.
At any time between two cases the user can choose to change the adaptation type of any variable. When the adaptation type of a variable has been changed , the user is prompted for p ossible missi ng information on EQUIVALENT SAMPLE SIZE and MAXIMAL SAMPLE SIZE. In the case of a change from accumulating to fa ding the EQUIVALENT SAMPLE SlZE is kept but the MAXIMAL SAMPLE SIZE provided by the user will g rad ually claim its influence.
Experiments with aHUGIN
To investigate the strengths and limitations of aiiUGIN, a series of experiments were carried out..
The investigation was designed as a complete fa<"lo rial simulation experilllent 011 t.IH' now classical "Chest clinic" example (Figure 2) Rl: Probabilities close to the origina l ones.
R2: Probabilities v<�ry difk. renL from the migina! o1ws.
R3: Probabilities "drifting over time", starting as the original ones.
To control difT erences due t.o chance variat ions, the samples are reused . 12: As 11 for the first 1000 cases, then the mod e is changed to fading, with long memory (MSS 1000).
13:
As 12, but with short memory (MSS = 100).
"Tuberculosis or cancer" is always in fixed mode as it is a pure logical transition. As can be seen, the whole investigation consists of 3 x 2 x 2 x 3 = 36 experiments. For each experiment a plot is generated , showing the current value of the conditional probabil ities after each case has been processed, together with ap proximate 95% posteri or probability intervals.
4.1
Results in accumulating mode
These experiments are very similar to those performed by Spiegelhalter and Cowell (1992) . However, we al low uncertainty on all conditional probability tables.
In general our results show the same pattern. For com plete data the correct values are obtained quite fast, and the influence of the initial specifications vanishes after a few hundred cases.
Figures 3 {a) and 4 (a) show an interesting phe nomenon wh en learning from incomplete data ( 02).
In these experiments, it can only be observed from the given data that a majority of smokers suffer from dys pnoea (shortness of breath). It can not be inferred from the data whether this correlation is due to the presence or absence of bronchitis. In the fi rst exper iment, where all variables are in accumulating mode, the frequency of bronchitis is overestimated (Figure 3 (a)). To compensate for this , the conditional proba bility for dyspn oea given bronchitis and none of the other diseases, is underestimated (F igure 4(a) ). Thus
the correlation between what can actually be observed in the data is determined correctly, but the intermedi ate explan ation is slightly incorrect.
From these experiments we conclude, not su rprisingly, that the method has difficulties learning about con cepts on which data are indirect. In such situations the system relies strongly on prior knowledge . This con clusion was also reached by Spiegelhalter and Cowell (1992) .
4.2
Results in fading mode Experiment 1222 95% posterior probability intervals tor p(bls)
,.,., 0000
Experimenl I 223 · 95% poslerior probabilily intervals tor p(bjs)
Figure 3: Experiments with in c ompl ete data. The con diti on al probability of bt·onchitis given the p a t.ient. is a smoker is learnt in (a) <lccurnulating mode; (b) fading m ode with long memory: (c) fading mode with short.
memory.
ln the third experiment (Figures 3 (c) and 4 (c)) the maximal samplesizes are reduced to 100. ThisexJwri ment reveals the limit of the applicability of the frtdin)!; mode. Figure 4 ( Figure 5 shows a series of experiments with a declin ing probability of being a smoker. The first 1000 cases are identical for the three plots, the variable being in accumulating mode. In Figure 5 (a) the variable re mains in this mode and it is seen how the probability is becoming increasingly conservative as the ESS m creases. Experiment 1223 · 95% posterior probabili!y intervals for p (dlnot e,b) . � � J . The same experiment as in Figure 3 but for "Dyspnoea" given the patient has bronchitis but none of the other diseases. In Figure 5 (b) the variable is changed to fading with lo ng memory (MSS = lOOO) after t.he first 1000 ca�es.
This i ncreases the dynami<: behaviour of the system and an almost correct adaptation is obtained. De creasing the MSS to 100 (Figure 5 (c) ) increases the dynamic behaviour further, re!>ult.in g in stron g er fluc tuations around the correct value. The general expe rie nce is that the !V1SS shonld not he sd too low, nnd that the experiments confirm th<.: expected behaviour of aiiUGIN.
To summarize, aHUGIN seems to be able to adapt to changing environments, thereby extending HUGIN with a valuable fun ctionality. However, special atten tion must be directed to the choice of MSS and to variables with systematically missing data.
